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Books and Media
Continental Divide: A History of
American Mountaineering
By Maurice Isserman
W. W. Norton & Company, 2016, 436 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-393-06850-4. Price: $28.95
(hardcover).
Despite its title, this is more than a
book about exploring and climbing in the
Rocky Mountains. It covers all of this nation’s
geography where notable mountaineering
exploits have occurred, as well as prominent
American achievements in the Alps, Himalaya,
and elsewhere.
The book begins its history of American mountaineering with Darby
Field’s 1642 ascent of Mount Washington, then known as “the White Hill.”
Maurice Isserman finds “the real organizational history of American mountaineering begins in 1876,” with the founding of the Appalachian Mountain
Club. The AMC is praised for early innovations, such as regular outings for
men and women, its yearly “August Camp” in changing locations, and the
huts in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. “A 1907 AMC guidebook
contained the first published suggestion in the United States that climbing
rocks was something people might be interested in doing for its own sake,”
Isserman writes. Also covered are such prominent club members as Robert
Underhill (1889–1983), denoted “the Johnny Appleseed of advanced climbing
technique.” Appalachia receives fairly frequent mention as a mountaineering
journal of record.
Covering 400 years of exploration, first ascents, and iconic climbs,
Continental Divide is a tour de force. It starts at a time when mountains were
seen as forbidding places with supernatural overtones or barriers to progress,
and it ends in the era of modern mass recreation. Each mountain range
introduced is given a brief, helpful explanation of its natural and cultural
history. Attention is paid to mountaineering’s role in larger social currents,
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from expansionist nineteenth-century manifest destiny to the development
of national parks and the environmental movement.
The book takes us to scores of mountain ranges. We go from the White
Mountains to North Carolina’s Mount Mitchell, from the Colorado fourteeners to Denali, from Rainer to the Sierra and the far side of the globe.
Stories from the 1800s include those of western fur trappers, such as John
Colter (1774–1812) and Jedediah Smith (1799–1831); eastern hostlers, such as
Ethan Allen Crawford (1792–1846); and military topographical explorers,
such as Zebulon Pike (1779–1813) and John C. Frémont (1813–1890). Henry
David Thoreau (1817–1862) is said to be first with the goal of spiritual selfdiscovery, and John Muir (1838–1914) is lauded as “the greatest figure in
American mountaineering.” The rivalry between Annie Peck (1850–1935) and
Fanny Bullock Workman (1859–1925) makes particularly engaging reading.
Twentieth-century climber profiles read like a who’s who. They include
the climber, cartographer, and photographer Bradford Washburn, Jr. (1910–
2007), who also established the Boston Museum of Science; mountaineer
Charlie Houston (1913–2009); and the Yosemite denizens and gear entrepreneurs Royal Robbins (1935–2017 ) and Yvon Chouinard (1938– ). In the 1950s,
Jack Kerouac (1922–1969) is credited with inspiring the “rucksack revolution”
of mountain wandering for renewal and redemption.
The book’s strength is also its greatest fault. So much ground is covered
that the text sometimes becomes a thicket of climber and mountain names
and summit dates. Maps with climbing routes might have helped in this
regard. Focused largely on elite climbers, the backpacking phenomenon that
began in the 1970s and the impact of mountain recreation on ordinary citizens
are largely ignored. The period from 1964 to the present is rendered in only
five pages.
Despite these flaws, Continental Divide provides a time-measured
perspective of mountain history for serious climbers, weekend mountaineers,
and armchair hikers.
—David K. Leff
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East of the Himalaya Mountain Peak Maps:
Alps of Tibet & Beyond
By Tamotsu Nakamura
Kinokuniya Co. (Japan), 2016.
Price: approximately $150 (hardcover); order at ibd@
kinokuniya.co.jp.
With the growing number of mountaineers
with high-altitude technical skills, you might think
that most of the high peaks of the world have been
climbed already. You would be wrong, as this book demonstrates. It presents photographs and descriptions of an abundance of untouched routes
and mountains in remote eastern Tibet and western China. Phrases such as
“unclimbed,” “untrodden,” and “some are nameless” will spur adventurers
from all over the world.
Not that these regions have been entirely neglected. Every year brings
reports of new and usually difficult ascents. But if you doubt that much
remains, look at the 540 photos in this book. They are all in color, and many
are astounding. They appear generally two to six on the page. The resolution
is good, the paper clear, and the page size considerable (12 by 9 inches).
Almost all pages are stunning, but you might start at 218: two images of
Mianzin (6,054 meters), one of the most gorgeous pyramidal peaks you will
ever see. Then look to the right for Jiajiren-an (5,470 meters, justly captioned
as “unique shaped”). It resembles a jagged giant piece of pastry. It’s hard to
believe it is real. And there are 537 more pictures, many equally spectacular.
Two British climbers, Nick Bullock and Paul Ramsden, have already benefited
from these photos in their 2016 ascent of Nyainqentangla South East (7,046
meters). Ramsden has said, “The main reason we went was because of pictures
from the north side supplied by Tom Nakamura, the famous Tibetan explorer
and chronicler.”
For geographical and sometimes political reasons, these enticing mountains
are difficult to access. If you do get there, you will benefit from the many fullpage color maps in this book.
The only frustrating part of this volume is the geographical and historical
introduction. It appears with identical content in Japanese, Chinese, and
English. I don’t know about the first two, but the English is unidiomatic,
awkward, and at times mysterious (“skies are keys”). There is much useful
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information, but it is difficult to connect the prose with the photos. I wish
there had been an index.
A salute to “Tom” Nakamura. Now in his 80s, he has spent years exploring
these remote mountains. He was in south Tibet and Nepal as recently as fall
2016. His book, a publication marking the 110th anniversary of the Japanese
Alpine Club, is worthy of its splendid subject.
—Steven Jervis

One Hundred Summers: The People of the
Appalachian Mountain Club Professional
White Mountain Trail Crew, Their Work
and Adventures
By Natalie Beittel and Kyle Peckham
Hosac Farm (independently published),
2016, 282 pages.
ISBN-13: 978-0692787786. Price: $16 (paperback).
One morning in August of 1922 after three days’ record-breaking,
grueling work with axes and cross-cut saws on the longest trail up Mt. Washington, we were up at five o’clock so as to make the forenoon train through
Crawford Notch. After breakfast and packing, we started up the long northern
slope of the Stairs Mountain. The sun, still low in the east, slanted its level rays
of light through a forest of birches on our left. The woods were fragrant with
the dewy coolness of the night. As we mounted the easy grade and neared the
level of the summit, one of the crew, Stilly, said, “Just think, fellows! There are
a hundred boys at home who would give good money to be here with us, and
we’re being paid for it!

This remembrance by Paul R. Jenks, then a high school Latin teacher in
Flushing, New York, is among dozens of passages in a largely entertaining and
informative book that compiles remembrances of the early days of the first
professional White Mountain trail crew. Jenks helped found the crew in 1919.
All of us who hike in the White Mountains of New Hampshire and elsewhere owe a huge debt of gratitude to professional trail workers, who perform
backbreaking labor in brutal conditions for long hours and low wages.
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Compiled by Natalie Beittel and Kyle Peckham, who met in 2009 while
working for the Appalachian Mountain Club’s trail crew and later married,
the book collects short essays by fellow crew alumni. The book is best read
like a series of day hikes rather than one long expedition. The book reports
in considerable detail about the joys and travails of life on a trail crew, along
with accounts of Herculean toil.
Although Beittel and Peckham clearly spent considerable time tracking down and interviewing crew members, as well as researching published
sources containing comments by Jenks and other “old masters” who date back
to the crew’s near-century-old origins, the narrative thread that binds their
words together is slender. I would like to have read a chronology describing
more clearly how the crew’s equipment, gender makeup, working conditions,
and overall mission may have evolved over the decades.
The accounts aren’t chronological. Memories of workers from the 1930s
follow those from the 1970s, and the next story might be back in the 1920s.
Although many contributions are colorful and engaging, some are dry and
perfunctory. More selective editing would have made for better reading. Then
again, historic prose often is like a walk in the woods; at times, you have to
slog before reaching an inspirational vista.
—Steve Fagin
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Canoes: A Natural History in
North America
By Mark Neuzil and Norman Sims
University of Minnesota Press,
2016, 370 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-8166-8117-4.
Price: $39.95 (hardcover).
If you’re of a certain age and
attended summer camp, it’s almost
certain that the first boat you boarded was a canoe. Long before the kayak
assumed supremacy over recreational waters, the sleek, elegantly simple canoe
was the prevailing paddle-powered vessel, popular from sea to shining sea.
As reported in Mark Neuzil and Norman Sims’s illuminating and
inspirational new volume, ancient records of canoes found from the Pacific
Northwest to the coast of Maine, in Minnesota and Mexico, in the Southeast
and across the Caribbean show that, aside from construction materials, little
has changed in their basic design. Today’s Kevlar and carbon fiber models are
much the same slender, open watercraft with seats for fore and aft paddlers as
the vintage birch bark and dugout boats used by the nation’s earliest natives
and explorers.
This coffee-table-size book, lavishly supplemented with artwork, photographs, charts, and diagrams, traces the canoe’s role in discovering and settling the nation, including accounts of eighteenth-century fur traders, as well
as such legendary paddlers as Sir Alexander Mackenzie, who crossed North
America in birch bark and dugout canoes a decade before Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark’s celebrated overland expedition. By the way, Norm Sims
is a very active AMC volunteer leader. See an interview in the March/April
issue of AMC Outdoors: http://www.outdoors.org/articles/amc-outdoors/
liquid-assets-amcs-whitewater-conservation-volunteers/.
Over the years, my own watercraft preference in racing, touring, and recreational paddling has shifted from canoes to kayaks. (Neuzil and Sims make
passing references to this nationwide trend.) Like Mackenzie, the Scottish
fur trader who explored those waters more than two centuries earlier, my
son Tom and I counted our paces between portages. So did Mackenzie, as
Neuzil and Sims report: “The Portage of Plein Champ, three hundred nineteen paces; The Descharge of Campion, one hundred and eighty-four paces;
the Portage of the Grosse Roche, one hundred and fifty paces; the Portage
of Paresseaux, four hundred and two paces. . . .” The book also quotes from
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Mackenzie’s 1793 journal of a crossing of the Great Divide on foot through
snow, followed by a descent to the Bella Coola River, where Mackenzie’s party
boarded canoes built and paddled by local Indians:
At one in the afternoon we embarked, with our small baggage, in two canoes,
accompanied by seven of the natives. The stream was rapid, and ran upwards
of six miles and hour. We came to a weir . . . where the natives landed us, and
shot over it without taking a drop of water. They then received us on board
again, and we continued our voyage, passing many canoes on the river.

There have been times on my voyages when I silently hoped for such assistance. Even today, miles and miles from civilization, with no other humans
in sight or electronic navigation aboard, paddlers will feel as Mackenzie must
have. I came to realize that our canoe was not just a mode of transportation
but our connection to home.
I reflected on this thought when reading the Pulitzer Prize–winning author
John McPhee’s introduction, in which he recalls being surrounded by canoes
while growing up in a Vermont summer camp: “They were very good woodand-canvas keeled or keelless canoes, lake or river canoes. We were in them
every day wherever we went. . . . We were like some sort of crustaceans with
our rib-and-planking exoskeletons, and to this day I do not feel complete or
safe unless I am surrounded by the protective shape of a canoe.”
—Steve Fagin

On Trails: An Exploration
By Robert Moor
Simon & Schuster, 2016, 341 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-4767-3921-2.
Price: $25.00 (hardcover).
Conceived during a five-month hike on the
Appalachian Trail following graduate school,
this book is a confluence of adventure, scientific
inquiry, and philosophical meditation. Thoughtful
hikers often know the natural and cultural history
of an area and might have some familiarity with
trail building and maintenance. Robert Moor goes further and probes the
very notion of what might be called “trailness.” He examines the various ways
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in which trails make connections between places, actual and metaphorical.
He maintains that “a path is a way of making sense of the world,” and that
“the chief virtue of the trail’s confining structure is that it frees the mind up
for more contemplative pursuits.”
In beautiful, evocative prose, Moor begins by searching for the origins of
trails. His first stop is Newfoundland, where he seeks out a scientist studying
the fossil paths of tiny, long-extinct organisms to better understand the origin
of locomotion at the dawn of animal life. Finding that “the invention of
trails provided a powerful new tool of animal communication,” he moves on
to caterpillars and ants and then large mammals, such as elephants, buffalo,
and deer.
In the foothills of North Carolina, Moor spends time with a historian
exploring ancient Cherokee trails, which, according to his guide, have been
85 percent paved over by modern roads. Of particular interest to hikers is the
conclusion that American Indian trails don’t normally grow into hiking trails
because they have different objectives. The former are designed to get from
one place to another efficiently, while the latter seek scenic routes and places
with interesting natural features.
He calls current summit conditions “a kind of suburban horror.” Katahdin,
however, “is emblematic of the wilderness as a whole, which has always been
the direct result of human ingenuity, foresight, and restraint.” He notes that
the wildness of Baxter State Park “was not given. It was made.”
Moor explores trails created by modern technology, like the interstate
highway system and the Internet. “The core function of any trail is to
connect,” he writes. It is “a conduit through which matter or information
can flow.” He examines that notion on the ground via the International
Appalachian Trail (IAT), which he follows from Maine to Newfoundland to
Iceland and finally Morocco, where the trail terminates. His encounters with
different cultures along the way reveal more than the different terrains. His
adventure concludes with doubts about “whether mere physical connection
. . . could bridge meaningful divides between people.” He decides that “the
problem facing IAT planners” is the “still largely mysterious landscape of the
human brain.”
Moor ends by introducing readers to M. J. Eberhart, self-styled as
Nimblewill Nomad, who has abandoned possessions and place for a life of
constant walking. Eberhart’s example stimulates an inquiry into why we hike.
Most of all, Moor concludes, we seek simplicity. “In walking,” he observes,
“we acquire more of less.”
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Moor finds trail-wise wisdom in “three values: durability, efficiency, and
flexibility.” He notes, “The better routes last, the worse ones erode, and little
by little those that work improve.” But people seeking a more connected,
expansive understanding of hiking might find greater wisdom in Moor’s
earlier conclusion that “walking creates trails. Trails, in turn, shape landscapes.
And, over time, landscapes come to serve as archives of communal knowledge
and symbolic meaning.”
—David K. Leff

On the Trail: A History of American Hiking
By Silas Chamberlin
Yale University Press, 2016, 230 pages.
ISBN 978-0-300-21911-1.
Price: $30.00 (hardcover).
This concise, well-written history of hiking
begins in the mid-nineteenth century, as urban
walking morphs from a necessity to a leisure
activity for those well off enough to have the luxury
of free time and the money to take new modes of
transportation, such as streetcars. Silas Chamberlin,
an independent scholar of trail policy who once served on the Adirondack
Mountain Club trail crew, traces America’s passion for recreational walking,
as well as trail development, the advent of clubs and the social culture they
created, hiking equipment, the backpacking craze of the late twentieth
century, and the impact of the National Trails System Act.
The Appalachian Mountain Club gets frequent mention in these pages as
a leader in trail development and the culture of recreational hiking. Its trail
building, publications, local chapter creation, outings, spirit of exploration,
and interest in protection of natural places are among the achievements
modeled by other organizations. Appalachia is frequently referenced as the
hiking and outdoors journal of record, an example followed by the Sierra
Club, Dartmouth Outing Club, and others.
The book’s main argument—that the typical hiker has transformed from
a “net producer” of maps, well-maintained trails, advocacy, and outings, to a
“net consumer” of equipment, information, and federally subsidized trails—
takes the book from the realm of history into the midst of contemporary
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debate. Perhaps this change from production to consumption reflects
evolving motivations for hiking that have long included a love of scenery,
spiritual renewal, health, escape from urban commotion and routine, and
patriotism. In the early years, scientific inquiry and religion were often part
of the equation. But development of the lightweight materials, such as nylon
tents and freeze-dried food, that facilitated the backpacking revolution of the
1960s popularized the notion of individual escape into nature and eroded
some of the communal culture of hiking. In Chamberlin’s view, this is largely
what led to a consumptive attitude.
Beginning with the AMC’s founding in 1876, Chamberlin takes readers on a
quick tour of the vibrant social community of hiking that involves excursions,
trail work, and conservation advocacy. He gives attention to (among others)
the Sierra Club, Oregon’s Mazamas, and the Green Mountain Club, whose
Long Trail was the first long-distance footpath and a laboratory for trail
construction. College outing clubs were crucial to building and sustaining
the culture of hiking, and the Dartmouth Outing Club, established in 1909,
gets particular attention as the most influential, though not the first. Boy and
Girl Scouts also get a nod for inspiring young people.
The backpacking rush that began in the 1960s is seen as a mixed blessing
because new hikers often did not join clubs and their sheer numbers degraded
many backcountry places they sought to enjoy and protect. Chamberlin also
sees a downside to the enactment of the 1968 National Trails System Act,
which he believes took a toll on volunteerism, as the public began perceiving
trails as something provided by government.
To his credit, Chamberlin mentions the lack of diversity in hiking clubs
and their programs, especially the failure to involve minority youths in urban
areas. In this regard, he recognizes AMC’s Youth Opportunities Program as
one of the positive efforts to address that deficiency.
The book would have been stronger with some attention paid to the
expansion of the National Scenic Trails system, including the New England
Trail. Analysis of the impact of multiuse rail trails on clubs and users would
also have been helpful. Chamberlin’s insights into the current state of trail
volunteerism and community activity are incisive, but unfortunately he
covers very little about what is being done to deal with the issues he so
well presents.
—David K. Leff
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Canoeing Maine’s Legendary Allagash:
Thoreau, Romance, and the Survival
of the Wild
By David K. Leff
Homebound Publications, 2016, 160 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-938846-67-0.
Price: $26.95 (hardcover).
For those of us in the Northeast deafened
by the clatter of civilization, the canoeing
paradise of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway
promises the hope of peace. Over the years, this
simple tranquility has drawn the attention of some of our most celebrated
travel writers and ecologists, entering the national dialogue about wilderness,
recreation, and conservation. Leff adds to the “literary cartography” of the
region with the tale of a 1983 paddle, making a strong case that “the Allagash
is not only a natural force, but a metaphor for human experience.”
In the 1970s and 1980s, David Leff found his true passion in the outdoors.
His work as the deputy commissioner of the Connecticut Department of
Environmental Protection and his tenure as a writer for the Hartford Courant
gave him the experience to begin writing book-length poetry and prose
that explored nature and society through places like old-growth forests and
abandoned factories, where he found more than just facts. Leff writes essays
and occasional book reviews for Appalachia.
Weaving anecdotes and information into the narrative, Leff stitches in
authors like John McPhee, guides like Fred King, and the ever-present ghost
of Henry David Thoreau. Indeed, it might be that in a relatively short book,
Leff tries to cram in too much history, too much literature, too many moments
when he sees through other eyes. This is most obvious in the four introductory chapters, though less so once he’s on the river, as history, ecology, literature, and personal conflict begin an intricate dance, blending together in one
smooth motion.
The book is also a look into the author’s own past, and his rocky romance
with his paddling partner, “Alice,” makes for a surprising and gripping love
triangle between man, woman, and wilderness. “I’ve yet to unravel the
paradox of being free in the wide outdoors with the sense of being closely
confined, almost tied to another individual,” Leff writes. “Getting along with
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a partner under these conditions is quite remarkable when you can barely
stand your own smell, let alone someone else’s.” This is dangerous territory for
a memoir, but as a writer, he navigates the conflict expertly, never blaming,
never justifying, only describing the miscommunications and emotions of a
relationship, enflamed and intensified on a difficult journey.
Small disputes eventually explode into a bitter argument of the sort that
ends relationships. But they are still deep in the woods, and all of us who have
participated in such expeditions know what follows. You need this person to
get up the mountain, to run the rapids. You agree to say nothing. But as the
book warns, expedition cease-fires can become a lifelong habit of putting up
with a provisional relationship.
Neither ecological nor romantic perfection is possible, Leff tells us,
although the ideal, the “Allagash dream,” keeps us close. But his narrative rises
above simple truths and approaches something profound—a meditation on
the limits of freedom. Those limits can never be truly defined by government
or laws but only by measuring freedom’s effects. Whether we are talking
about a marriage or a conservation plan, what freedoms are we, as individuals, willing to give up to give more freedom to others? Perhaps the answer
is implicit in the question itself. This book transcends the ordinary travel
story, exploring ecology, culture, history, and the deepest recesses of the
human heart.
—Eric Lehman
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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